A REPORT ON THE INTERVIEWS ABOUT THE LOGO LESSONS AT KAKUMBI PRIMARY SCHOOL

On 29 November 2017 interviews were held at Kakumbi primary school with the aim of finding out on
how the LOGO lessons were going on. The interviews started around 09.00hours and ended up at
15.30hours. Many children were very eager to be interviewed and they very happy during the
interviews, a lot of them expressed themselves very freely.
The majority of the children expressed themselves by saying that they really enjoyed the LOGO lessons
and that they were happy that it was introduced to their school. A lot of children said that they would
love the lessons to continue because they have learnt and met a lot of new words. The children at
Kakumbi primary school have also learnt to read and how to spell the words and progress is truly seen in
these children.
Furthermore, they also said that they enjoyed when their teachers were demonstrating the
meaning of the words and demonstrated about what was on the pictures. This made them to be very
happy and it made them more easily to understand what the teachers were teaching. A grade 4 pupil
Patricia said that she really enjoyed the lessons and that she has learnt a lot of new words through these
LOGO lessons, she has learnt how to read and spell some words.
Children at Kakumbi primary school say they have benefited more in these LOGO lessons because
many have seen themselves moving to the other level in terms of spellings, reading and knowing of
many knew words. When these lessons begun, many children thought that the lessons are hard and that
they could not manage but as time moved on they started loving the lessons and they really appreciated
that it was introduced to their school. During the lessons, many children had fun and they said that they
really enjoyed what was happening. One of the grade 3 pupils Edward said that he enjoyed the role play
that they used to play with his teacher and he further said that these games made him to remember all
the words during the test.
Additionally, another grade 3 pupil by the name of Martha, said that she could not enjoy the lessons
without playing a game and that she understood the lessons fast when they played a game, she said that
she thanks Simon and Marianne for introducing these LOGO lessons to their school.
When these children wrote the test, many said that the test was easy and simple; Cornelius a grade
3 pupil, said that he will have a hundred percent pass because he could not expect the test to be too
simple. The majority of children said that the test was easy for them and that they will like to make it.
All in all, children at Kakumbi primary school enjoyed the LOGO lessons and they really appreciated
the coming of the LOGO lessons to their school, they wish that it should continue because they have
seen a lot of benefits and they have really improved in their English, both orally and written English.
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